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ABSTRACT 

+vVe propose to m.easure the polarization pararn(;ter in pp, iT p, a.nd 'IT p 

scatter at incident nlOmenta of 50, 100, and 1SO Ge V / cove r the 

2 
O. 15 ~ -t ~ 1. 5 (GeV /c). The apparatus consists of a polarized proton tar

get, two spectronleter arrrtf; which determine the angles and momenta of both 

outgoing particles, and an on-line computer. The detectors are des ned to 

ope rate at incident bearn rate s of up to 10
8 

bearn pa rl icle s I pulse. We anti

cipate an error in the polarization r P of. 005 ~ 6P ~ .01 over 

the range. 15 ~ -t :<:; .8 {GeV /c)2 in 100 shifts of data taking and background 

studies. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The aim. of this experirnent is an initial exploration of polarization effects 

+ +
in pp, TI p, and iT p and possi.hly also in K p, K P ,Hid pp elastic scattering. It 

will provide values for the polarization parameter P in the range 0. 15 ~ -t ~ 

1. 5 (GeV Ic)2 at incident nl.orncnta of 50, 100, and 150 GeV Ie. 

We will measure a fundanlental paranl.eter which is essential in under

standing the elastic scattering of elementary particles in a new energy .region. 

While cross section data provide information about the behavior of a dorrdnant 

scattering amplitude, the study of polarization phenornena is better suited to 

observe interference between amplitudes which can differ greatly in magnitude. 

The high sensitivity of polarization phenomena to interference effects m.akes 

such measurements as <1 function of sand t important in imposing constraints 

on theoretical models. 

In the energy range up to about 20 GeV Ic both theoretical models and ex

perimental results(1) indicate that the polarization parameter decreases with 

- 1/2 6 I )2)increasi energy (P" s for -t ~ "- O. (Ge V c . If this behavior con-· 

tinues to NAL energies both theory and extrapolation of experimental results 

predict polarizations of a few percent. However, the recent TI p cross section 

results obtained at Serpukho,' have cast doubt on th.e reliability of extrapola

tions fronl. lowe rene rgy. 

The zeros and lTIilXinla 111 the polarization parameter asa function of t 

have been found to be strongly correlated with structure in the corresponding 

differential cross section. For Inornenturn transfers larger than -t "- 0.6 

{GeV Ic)2 current data indicate that the s-dependence of the differential cross 
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section is rnore com.plicated than the behavior at lower It I. The polarization 

pararnete r also seerns to deviate irOlTI the 1Ni' bella viol' in this region. Our 

experiment will probe this bigh momentum transfer region to exaniine this bc

bavior at higher energies. 

Total cross sections for particle-proton and antiparticle proton collisions 

seem to be approximately equal at high energies; this is in accord with the 

Porneranchuk Theorem. What about the corresponding polarizations? Experi

(2) +,,
ments for momenta up to 14 GeV/c have shown that P( n p) = - P(n p.) in the 

. 2 , + 
region 0 ~ -t ~ 1. 5 (GeV / c) . On the other hand, nel.ther K p, K p, nor pp, 

pp scattering exhibit such a trend; in fact, these polarizations tend to have the 

same sign. We will determine whether these trendD persist at high energies. 

+The emphasis of the experiment will be on PPj n p, and 1T p scattering. 

1'he pp measurements ha\Te the advantage of being easiest frorn the experirnental 

point of view, whereas the up systen1 has some theoretical advantages in tha.t 

only two alTIplitudes are needed for a given I-spin state, as opposed to five for 

the pp system. Because of the possibility that the polarization parameter could 

be very small oyer much of the high energy region·to b~ surveyed, we must 

strive for a high degree of accuracy. Where the po12.rjzation is small, we ex

pect to be able to reduce our statistical and systematic errors on the polari

zation to 0.005 for a lirDited number of points. 

We plan to run at incident niomcnta of 50, 100, and 150 GeV/c. It is also 

desirable to reproduce at least one existing set of data points at lower beam 

mom.entum with our app~~ratus. If good Serpukhov daUi exist by thc,t time, we 

rnay not have to go to niuch lower momentum to do this. Otherwise, we would 

want to overlap CERN data at one point. 
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It seems likely that a high degree of cornpatibility can be achieved be

tween the experimental ~;ct-ups !1cedcd for this experiment and the correspond

ing differential cross section rneasurements. Th~ t\vo experiments have much 

in commOn. With the exception of the polarized target, practically all of the 

other experilnental equiprnent aud data handling systems could be identical. 

Significant savings in ti.me, cffort, and money could be achie\red by suitable 

coordination of these experhnents. Our group is prepared to cooperate fully 

with a differential cross secrioe group to maximize t11.e compatibility of these 

expe riments. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 

A. Introduction 

The polarization paral"'l.eter P at a given value of sand t is determined by 

m.easuring the asyrnr:oetry 

£: := 

r/ + N 

\vhere N+(N-) is the nun-,ber of events, normalized to the arnount of beam incidet:t 

on the target, scattered elastically into a given solid angle for the target polari

zation aligned with (agai nst) the Gonnal to the scattering plane. Hydrocarbon 

targets with proton polarizations = O. 70 are nov,/ <},,"ailable. Systematic 

errors can be kept fnnall becallse the sign of the target polarization can be 

rev'ersed ea s .v,7ithout affec the geometry or detection efficiency of the 

apparatus. (Only a slight chz:~nge in the frequency of the microV'laves producing 

the polarization is required.) Unlike cross section experiments, neither the 

beam flux !.lor the detection efficiency need be known absolutely; they only have 

to be m.onHored for constancy. 
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Since the target rnaterial contains many nuclei other than hydrogen, the 

bulk of the scattering is either quasi-elastic from bound nucleons·or inelastic 

with three or luore particles in the final state, The <lIJpal'atus must thus be c;:tp

able of distinguishing between ela stic events and the quasi-elastic and inelastic 

backgrounds. 

The.apparatus was designed to make full use of the expected high beam 

intensities at NAL. To maximize the constraJnts on elastic events our detection 

apparatus consists of two spectrometer systems which deternline the direction 

and rrlOmentum of the scattered and the recoil particle. Good angular and 

rrlomentum resolution flS well as high counting rate c2.pability are achieved by 

the use of proportional (Charpak) wire charnbers in h0\.h anns. The arrange

rnent and size of the spectroll1eter£) is dictated by the laboratory kinen'latics of 

high energy elastic scattering: over the entire range O. 15 ~ -t !5; 1. 5 (GeV Ie/

a 
the projectile scatters < 2.5 from the beam direction ~U1d has essentially the 

0 
same rnom.entum as the beam; the target proton J:ecoiis at angle s between 80

o 
and 55 with n1.omentum between 0.40 and 1.50 GcV Ie. The high beam rates 

prevent us from installing any counters in the direct beam. to identify the in

cident particle or to determine its trajectory. Two Cerenkov counters in the 

forward arm identify the detected particle as a 1T, K, or proLon. This perrnits 

sirnultaneous acq1.1jsition of data for a11 three reactio~-iS. The recoil arln 

identifies the detected partie Ie a.s a proton by time .. of-flight. 

On the basis of present evidence we expect t11<:, elastic differential cross 

sections to dec rca 5e exponentially with t at energy. Thus we do not anti

cipatc obtaining polarization data of sufficient statistical accuracy for -t > 1. 5 

variatio'1. of elastic eros s section ove r this mOlnentum 
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transfer range necessitates separating the measurelnents into two or m_ore t 

regions. At small J t j the cross sections are large enough to permit high 

statistical accuracy while running at reduced beam rates and thus minimizing 

backgrounds. For the large It j region we require beam rates of as great as 

8
10 particles per machine burst. 

The data will go to an on-line computer which will record the events on 

tape and carry out some analysis to let us monitor the progress of the ~xperi-

ment. Since the total number of anticipated events is large, the on-line. com_puter 

may also have to eliminate sonie bad events before recording the rerrlaining ones. 

Some portion of this function could probably be more easily car ried out with a 

larger computer, either on line to ours on a time-sbaring basis, or off line 

but readily accessible. We expect ,our data: reduction procedure to be such that 

good, but not final, polarizati.on values will. be available during the run. 

B. B and Beam------_.--"" 

We require a high energy, high intensity secondary particle bedm capable 

of going up to 150 GeV Ic for both polarities. We expect to be able to utilize 

8
beam intensities of up to 10 particles per pulse. For positive particles we 

8 6 5 
expect to work with up to 10 protons, j 0 11' + and 10 K+ per pulse at 150 GeV Ie. 

. 7 
We would like the 11' and K intensities at the highest momentum to be 10 and 

6
10 particles per pulse, respectively. The shielding of the beam should be 

adequate to protect our eguipm.cnt from exeessiirc background. 

Since our apparatus does not measure incident beam particle trajectorier, 

we request an incident beam parallel to ± O. 2 mrad horizontally and vertically 

for a momenturn bite between 0.2% and 1%. We can accept a beam spot size 

--.....- ..~--------------

http:polarizati.on
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at the polarized target of approximately 2 cm. diameter. With these bearn condi·

tions Our spectrometers are most efficient in selecting elastic events. 

The bealTI flux will be measured with a sensitive ion chamber; the location 

and profile of the beam near the polarized target will be m.onitored. Counte r 

telescopes detecting secondary particles from the target will provide a check 

on the targeting conditions and monitor the beam flux. If necessary, electron 

contamination can be eliminated by use of a thin converter in the beam (at the 

momentUITl slit) and/or an electron veto Cerenkov counter in the beam before 

the target. 

C. Polarized Proton et 

The target that we plan to use will be of the hydrocarbon type (either 

butanol or ethylene glycol) with approximate dimensions of 2 em in diameter 

and t2 C1TI in length, oriented along the beanl. The target will operate at a 

o 3 
temperature of 0.5 K, being cooled by a pumped He system. It will be situated 

in a magnetic field of 25 Kgauss, uniform to ± 10 gauss over the target volume. 

Under these circumstances it is known that polarizations of 70% can be obtained. 

3 4 
The He systelTl will be self-contained and closed. Liquid He used in 

the precooling will be consumed at the rate of 50 liquid liters per day during 

full-time operation. We would urge the National Accelerator Laboratory to con

sider the possibility of a helium recovery and liquefaction system, serving this 

and other facilities, both for reasons of econ01ny and to avoid loss of an irre

placeable natural resource. 

A hydrogen-free "dummyfl target will be prepared whose mass matches 

that of the non-hydroge nous rnatc rials in the target. A part of the running will 

be done with this tar£.;et to evaluate the quasi-e lastic background. 
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D. The Forward ctro!YH';te l' 

There are two characteristic features of the kinernatics of the forward 

scattered particle. First, the energy of the scattered particle is aIm.ost the 

sam.e as the beanl energy and is only a weak function of the momentum trans

fer. Second, the angle of the scattered particle varies as Hlp. As a result 

the' desired t-bite of O. 15 to 1. 5 (GeV/c)2 is compressed in angle as the energy 

increases. In order to keep the transverse d~n,ensions of the counter system 

constant and to use a fixed region of the hodoscopes for the same momenturn 

transfer at all energies, it was decided to build a system which scales longi

tudinally with Inornentum but has fixed transverse dirnensions. Figures 1 and 

2 show SChell1atic dra,vings of the. apparatus as it would appear for measure

ments at 50 GeV/c and 150 GeV Ic" respectively. The system uses two bending 

magnets (for design purpose G we considered ANL magnets of type BM-109), 

four sets of x-y planes of proportional wire chambers, two threshold gas 

Cerenkov counters, and a nUlnber of scintillation tr:gger counters. The BM- 1.09 

bending magnets are 2 m. lcmg, have a gap which is 20 cm high and 60 cm wide, 

and will be run at 18 KGauss. Both m.agnets and the detectors are mounted on 

carts which can be moved parallel to the incident bearn On a fixed set of rails. 

The beam passes through the magnets and has a net angular displacem.ent which 

depends on the energy of the bean,. The deflection due to the PPT magnetic 

field is small. 

The proportional wire chan"lbe rs have a fixed geornetry whose scale depends 

on the distance from the target. Figure 3 shows a drawing of a typical propor·· 

tional wire chamber. The wire spacing for the chalubers in front of the bending 

magnet is 1 n-lm, and for the chambers to the rear of the magnet it is 2 mm for 
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the vertical \vires anu 2 or 3 rnm for the horizontal wires. Thus a total of about 

900 wires are required. The cli~'11ensions of the chambers arc as follows: 

Chamber Horizontal Size Vertical Size
-'-'---T3:6 c-;:;'- WS1 7. 

WS2 18. 2cm 10.0cm 


·WS3 21. Ocm 10.8cm 


WS4 35.0cm 18.0cm 


Table I gives the bending angle, element positions, and particle intercepts 

in the chaluber at each tnon1entum.. The bearn passes through a desensitized 

region of the proportional chambers. The intrinsic angular resolution of the 

system is determ.ined by the charilbers in front of the magnet; it is estimated to 

be ± 0.07 mr at 150 GeV Ic. The resolution in the measurement of the scatter

ing angle depends On the angular resolution of th2 spectrometer and the angular 

dive rgence of the ?cam. If it is as sUlTIed that the beam dive rgence is ± D. 2 mr 

the resolution in scattering angle will be ± 0.21 Inr. Thus, the measurement 

of the scattering angle i:3 limited by the bealTI divergence. The fractional 

momentum re solution (~,pl p) is dete rmined jointly by the chambers in front and 

in back of the magnet; it is estimated to be :1:.~. 7% at 150 GeV/c. 

In order to provide timing signals for the recoil arm thue-of-flight meatHUc" 

. n"lents (see below), [icintillation counters wili be placed behind chalnbers ¥rS2 and 

WS4. These counters can be subdivided to reduce confusion due to multiple wire 

pulses in the chamber. They can also be used to monitor the efficiencies of the 

proportional chalnbo rs. 
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Table I 
Bending Angle, Element Positions, and Particle Intercepts in the Charnbers 

(X horizon.ta I., Y:;;: ve rtieal, Z :;;: along the bcarn) 

() (-t == .15) 2.55 rnrad. 

Element z 
. in. 

WS1 30 

WS2 
(lnagnet entrance) 40 

WS3 
(magnet exit) 45 

WS4 
(+ mirror for C ) 75 

'IT 

Mirror for C
Kaon 

85 

() (-t :: . 15) 3.8 mrad. 

Element Z 

---  m. 

WSl 18 

WS2 25 

WS3 30 

WS4 50 

Mirror for C
K, aon 

60 

() (-t • 15) 7.6 mrad. 

150 GeV Ie 


e (-t = 1. 5) 7.1 mrad. Magnet Deflection= 14 m rad . 


X (t=O) 
em. 

o 

o 

3. 5 

45. 5 

59.5 

X(-t=. 15) 
em. 

7.65 

10. 20 

14.98 

64.6 

81. 2 

X(-t== 1. 5) 
em. 

21. 3 

. ~--
0

Y(tP=±10 ,-t=1. 5) 

em. 

7. 1 

28. 4 9. 5 

35.5 10. 7 

98.8 

119.9 

17. 8 

20.2 

==::==:=========-
100 GeV Ie 

0 (-t 1. 5) :: 10.7 mrad. Magnet Defleetion=21 mrad. 

X (t=O) X (-t=. 15) 
em. em. 

0 6. 9 

0 9. 5 

5. 3 16. 7 

47.3 66.3 

68.3' 91. 1 

X(-t=1.5) Y(<P=±l ,-t==1. 5) 
em. em. 

19. 3 6.5 

26. 8 9.0 

37.4 10. 7 

100.8 17.9 

132. 5 21. 5 

---''-'''~ 

50 GeV Ie 
.. 

() (-t = 1. 5) 21. 4 rn.rad. Magnet Deneetion:::::42 mJ'ad. 

Element ? 
,~ X (t==O) X{-t=. 15) X(-t= 1. 5) Y(W=±i ,-t:::1.5) 

---_._ nL em. e ITl. em. cm. 

vYSl 6.5 0 3.8 13. 9 4. 7 

WS2 10 0 7.5 21. 4 7. 1 

WS3 p.1 to.5 21. 8 42.6 10.7 

WS4 25 52.5 71.3 106.0 17. 9 

Mir ror for C
K 

35
aOn---------_.-.•. 

94. 5 120.8 169.4 25. 1 

http:horizon.ta
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It may also be useful to have anticoincidence counters in the two bending 

rnagnets. Two other anticoincidence counters are proposed for reducing the 

trigger rate due to inelastic processes: a total absorption counter in the 

direction of the undeflected beam f~n rejection of events with a neutral compo

nent and a counter with a hole in it for reduction of events with associated 

peripheral pions. 

Two of the most important counters in the system are the threshold 

Cerenkov counte rs for the identification of pions and kaons. The lengtJ:: of the 

gas Cerenkov counter used to identify pions is determined by the requirernent 

that it not respond to kaons at 1S0 GeV Ic and that it gi.ve sufficient light for 

reliable detection of pions. The design length of 25 m is sufficient to give 

better than 90% efficiency at 150 GeV Ie. The counter will be made in three 

sections, and the length will be reduced linearly as the energy of the incident 

beam is decreased. This will give an ample amount of light at 50 and 100 GeV/c. 

Table II summarize s the perforrnance of these counters at 50, 100, and 150 

GeV I c. It should be noted that the beam passes through the pion counter. A 

black optical septum win be used to separate the region of the beam from that 

traversed by the scattered particles. Calculatio:18 indicate that the knock-on 

electrons produced by the beam will not constitute a problem. The beam will 

not pass through the kaon Cerenkov counter. 

E. Recoil Arm trorneter 

Since the kinen"latics of the recoil proton are very nearly independent of 

beam monlenturn, it is possible to fix the parameters of the recoil arm spectro

meter. Our desigrl is shown in Figures 4 and 5. This particular system was 
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Table II 

Expected Perforrna.nce* of Gas Threshold Cerenkov Counters 

Mornentuln Pion Counter Kaon Counter 
(GeV/c) Le'ngth No. of Length No. of 

( m) Photoelectrons (m ) Photoelectrons 

50 9 22 9 64 


100 18 11 9 16 


150 27 7 9 7 


2
In these calculations \eve assumed N = 272 8in {j photoelectrons/em. This 

relation is based on an overall light-collection efficiency of 60% and on the 

use of a 56 DUVP photomultiplier tube. It is possible that new tubes such 

as the RCA quanticon will further irn,prove the perfonnance of these counters. 
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chosen because of its ability to handle high rates. It employs two wide-aperture 

bending magnets, refe rred to as MR 1 and J\1R 2. The first, bending in the hori

zontal plane, brings particles satisfying elastic Inoton recoil kinematics to a 

parallel focus. It also serves as a sweeping lnagnet. The second, bending in 

the vertical plane, provide s the rnomentum. analysi s. For de sign purposes 

we used the specifications of the ANL SCM- 105 magnet for both of the se. 

The particular parameter values we have used are: 

.Gap_ Height Fie ld x Le ngth Width 

MR1 76cm. 6KGaus s x 76cm. 127cm. 

MHZ 66cm. 6KGaus s x 76cm. 190cm. 

The first analyzing magnet 1S placed parallel to the beam, with the side 

fa,::e 80 em frOln the target. There is rOOlU for a set of wire plane s between 

this point and the polarized ta.1~get magnet. Such a detector probably could not 

7 
be used, however,. when the bearn flux exceeds 10 !pulse. For thiR reason we 

trigger on a set of wire planes placed after the fir st ma.gnet. Here, lnany parti

cles which do not satisfy elastic recoil proton kinernatics have been removed 

and the counting rate is expected t.o be tolerable ( < 5· 10
5
counts!10

8 
beam 

protons through these charr1bers). Elastic recoil protons will emerge parallel 

within ± 2. SO throughout the range O. 15 ~ -t ~ 1. 5 (GeV /c)2. This feature can 

be utilized in the triggering systelTI. 

The azimuthal angular aperture <P is defined by the exit of the fin:t rnag

o 
net as ± 10. The second 111.agnet bends in the veJ.,tical direction, thus preserv

ing the maximum <P aperture, taking advantage of the relatively narrow parallel 

focus, and partially decoupling the rnomentutn fronl the angular measurement. 
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There are two sets of <;,:.'i1'8 planes between the two magnets and two more 

after the second ma t. The ~ets are separated by 80 crn in both cases. 

The size of the plarles \-vill be: 

Position Horizontal Size Vertical Size 

WR1 
(exit of first magnet) 50cm 100cm 

WR2 
(entry to second magnet) 50cm 	 130cm 

WR3 
{exit of second magnet} 60cm 	 200cm 

WR4 
(final) 	 65cm 256cm 

The wire spacing will be 2 mm so that the chambers wi.ll have an angular 

resolution of about ± 2. 5 mr', The' momentum resolution will be about ± 3.5% 

a.t p 	=: 1.5 GeV/c (corresponding to -t == 1.5 (GeV/c)2) and about ± 1% at p:::: 0.4 

2 
GeV/c {-t 0.15 (GeV/c) ). 

The r. 1'n. s. multiple scattering angle of a 3cecoi.l proton el'nerging from. 

2 cm of hydrocarbon is about 1. 50 at 0.4 GeV Ic, going do'\vn to less than 0.2
0 

at the highest momentum tr2.nsfer, For purposes of establishing coplanarity 

this arnount of s.cattering am,ounts to a transverse nlomenturn uncertainty of 

± 10 l.;IeV/c in the worst case, which is negligible com,pared to the uncertainties 

in the forward arr:n. 

The rnOlnenturn loss jn traversing 1 cnl of hydrocarbon is about 25 MeV Ic 

at 0,4 GeV/c, going down to about 3 MeV/e at the hlJ~gest mOHlentum transfer. 

This means that the effective rnomentuHl resolution of the recoil arm ranges 

from ± 3.5% at large t to ± 6('10 at smalliti. The error ill reco:1.structing the 
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production angle is detern1,il1ed by e IT.lonJ.entunl error and the multiple scattcr-

At -t = 1. 5 (GeV fc}2, it is about:±. 0.4
0 

and at -t =-, 0.15 (GeV fc}2 it is 

o
about ± O. 8 • 

There is a partial physical separation of the higher and lower momentum 

transfer events after the first stage of the recoil arrn spectrometer. (It would 

be ,complete except for the finite target length.) When running at high beam 

ra1:es, in order to obtain a reasonable rate of,higher rnomentum transfer events, 

we wBI want to suppress the IT!.ore abundant low t triggers. This can be 

accomplished by turning off some of the wires, by increasing the field of the 

ve rtical bending magnet, andf or by restrictions in the fast logic. 

The recoil particle will also be detected in a scintillation counter behind 

WR4. The time difference hetw its output and a signal from the forward 

arm will be digitized and recorded with each event. Using wi.re chamber in

forrnation an off-line analysis Ca!l correct thi.s timc··of-.flight for effects due 

to v2.riati.ons in the trajectory and intersection with the scintillator. Over a 

distance of 6m the time-of-flight separation between pions and protons varies 

between 4 and 30 nsec:. Thn s a time resolution of i. nsec, together with an 

a"ccurate knowledge of the High path, should enable us to discriminate cleanly 

pions in the recoil ann. 

We should note that an alternate des of tLe l'ecoil arID. can be made 

with a single SClvl-105 Dl.agnet) placed further fron1 the target than is shown 

in :t:e 5 and set up with a large rape l'ture (on the order of 91 cm or more), 

which is quite feasible with this magnet. Either a horizontal or a vertical bend 

could be used. Such a design, however, might lin~it th~ rates that could be 

accepted in this arm. 
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Finally, we nott': thai if the SCM-i. 05 rnagnct were used in a vertical posi

tion as shown in Figure 5, it would require at the rnagnet a floor 110 in. belowr .... 

the beam. If used in the horizont;:d position, it would require 54"; this is 

characteristic of all ANL magnets, including the BM-l09. 

F. Trigger Logic and Data Handling 

The rate at which data can be accurnulated is lin-,ited by the data handling 

capability of the on-line cOmptlter. It is therefore essential that a fast trigger 

logic system be employed which imposes kinematic constraints in order, to re·· 

duce the number of inelastic and quasi-elastic events which enter the compute):. 

A slnall fraction of these background events must sHU be recorded, however, to 

facilitate background evaluation. 

The logic systen'l is baGed on fast ("50 ns :i7esolution) coincidences be

tween kinematically selected regions of the propoltional chau:1bers in each of 

the spectrometer arms. Selection of events win be rnade by imposing the follow

ing constraints: 

o
1) The recoil particle must exit MR 1 app~:oximately parallel (±2. 5 ) 

to a fixed direction in the horizontal plane; 

2) In the verticaJ plane the recoil particle must have corne from the 

target; 

3) The recoil particle rnust have its n'lorneuturn \\'ithin an acceptable 

range for the t I:egion under investigation; 

4) The scattered particle must have a horizontal angle (J (± 5mr) and 

momentmu (:1:2%) consistent with elastic scattering; 
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5) The recoil and scattered particles ill.cud: s2',tisfy coplanarity. 

These criteria can be irnposed by a relatively sInal! nlatrix of coincidence re

quirements between various regions of the wire charnbers. 

The identity of the fonvard scattered particle, obtained from the thres

hold Cerenkov counters, will be an important input to the fast trigger logic in 

+ K±p .1T p, scattenng. The time-of-flight of the recoil particle will be recorded 

in orde r to be able to reject background due to pions. 

In order to estirnate the amount of data which must be handled and stored 

in this experiment, we used the following numbers: 

number of proportional wire chambers: 16 

nurnbe r of wi 1'e s : 4096 

number of wire pulses allowed/ event: 20 

events/beam spill: 1000 

The intorn'lation £rorn the proportional chambers can be encoded into 10 24··bH 

words within 8-10 f.L sec. An additional 2 24-bit '.vords are reserved for time

of·.flight and other inforrrlation. These 12 data '.'lords can be transmitted to an 

on-line com.puter for storage in about 100 1.1, sec. 

The trigger logic and encoding system has only been presented here in 

outline form. because it involves a great deal of det~LiL Howevel', on the b~~sis 

of recent advances in the technology of integrated circuits we feel confident 

that such a system1 can be buHt with the needed speed, reliability, and flexi

bility. 

3
At 10 events / spill a computer storage capacity of 12, 000 24- bit words 

is required. At the end of the spUI the cornputer has 4 rnillisec /event avail·· 

able which should suffice to elirninate bad candidates (..... 20%) and give some 

feedback about the pel:ionnance of the cquip;:nent. The filtered sample will 
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then be 'lvritten on rnagnetic tape for later detailE'd reconstruction and analysis 

On an off-line cornputer. 

A suitable on-line computer would have to conlprise the following: 

1} mainframe with at least 16 K core (24 bit word) 

2) 2 magnetic tape units, IBM compatible 

3) teletype 

4) displa y scope 

A disc file or an additional 16 K of core would be very desirable. 

The off-line analysis l>f the events will probably be done in two stages. 

A fast screening progratTl should be able to reject most of the inelastic events 

which were recorded without having to reconstruct the trajectories in detail. 

This would save tinle in running the final reconstruction program, perhaps as 

much as a factor of two, In ol'de l' to provide for fast feedback between the data 

analysis and the data collection we would like to process the data tapes with the 

fast screening progl'am at the NAL computing facility; this would require an 

estimated 100 hours of computer time. 

III.· COUNTING RATE AND RUNNING TIME 

In estimating counting rates we used phenornenological predictions (3) of 

the differential cross sections and rnade the following assumptions: 

231) Target: 12.5 em long polarized p:coton target (6.5 x 10 protons / 

em2), 70% polarization. 

2) . AzimuthaJ acceptance: ± 10
o 

. 

3) Bealn Repetition Rate: 10 pulses/min. 

4) Quasi-elastic triggering rate: 4 tirnes the elastic rate. 
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5} 	 Inelastic triggeri.:ag rate: This was estirnated using Monte Carlo 

generated events in which "\ve assurned that the c10nlinant inelastic 

processes have a t- dependence sirnilar to the elastic Ones and that 

our triggering system can reject inelastic events with more than 

three outgoing particles. The angular distributions generated in 

this program were based On extrapolations of BNL data at 28. 5 

(1 )
GeV /c, 	and the total rates were based on the Serpukhov data and 

extrapolations from it. From this we conclude that the number of 

inelastic t.riggers should be about equal to the sum of the elastic 

and quasi-elastic ones. 

6). Accidental rates: Using these estim.ates we find that at t = -0,15 

(GeV / c) 2 the singles .rate in our proportional charnbers should be 

5 8
less than 5 x 10 /pulse at a beam rate of 10 /pulse. Assuming th.e 

resolving tirne of the chanlbers to be 50 nsec we find that the acci

dental rates should be les.s than 30/0 under our running conditions. 

These consider.ations give a ratio of total to elastic triggers of 10 to 1. 

An estimated sigllal-to-no:tse ratio of 1 to 1 for the final distribution contain

ing the elastic peah was used in the rate calculations, although the expected 

ratio is significantly better. 

Vve airn to obtain po12 ri zation value s witb a statistical uncertainty of 

0.005 	:::; .6P:::; 0.02 in bins of .6.t = 0.1 (GeV /c)2 O'ler the range O. 15 :::; -t :::; 

1. 0 (GeV / c) 
2 

The data for ··t > 1. 0 (GeV /e)2 will be less accurate; the worst 

point should be better than 10%. In calcu1ating the required beam intensity we 

estimated the data handling capability of the on-line computer to be 1000 total 

triggers/pulse, of which 100 events are expected to be elastic. To optimize 
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running efficiency we pl<tn to divide our n1casurem.ents into two or three t ranges. 

Table III shows those t ranges, bearn intensity, and the num,ber of shifts required 

+ 
to obtain the accuracy lnentioned above, for pp, 17 P and Tf p elastic scattering at 

± 
50, 100, and 150 	GeV/c. Data on K and p will be taken simultaneously. 

Thus, we request 70 8-hour shifts for the data taking and 10 shifts for back

ground studies. Assuming a running efficiency of 80% (10% polarization reversal 

time, 10% equipment failure continge ncy) a total of 100 shifts is reque sted. In 

addition we request 40 shifts of parasite time for setting up and tuning .. 

If approval for this experiment is granted in the fall of 1970, we will be 

able to have all the apparatus built and tested as early as the spring of 1972. 

IV. 	 SUMMARY OF ITEMS SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTERS 

AND REQUESTED FROM NAL 

A. 	 We expect t<;> be able to supply the following items: 

1) The polarized proton target. 

2) The proportional chambers. 

3) All scintillation counters, spectrometer Cerenkov counters, and 

lead- glas s veto counter s. 

4) Electronics for the fast triggering, including pattern recognition, 

together with the interfacing to the on-line corrlputer. 


5) Software for Oil-line and off-Ene COHlputers. 


6) Most of the computer time needed for off-line analysis. 


B. 	 We re.quest NAL to supply the following itenl.s: 

1) The beam, tuned to our focal conditions, adequately shielded. 
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Table III 

Incident,', ,,1......1..
',' "'f'"'''' 

Reaction P(GeV Ic) It I range Particle s Ipulse Shifts 

6 
50 0.15-0.70 2 . 10 protons 1.5pp 

0.60-1. 05 6 . 10 7 2 
0.90-1. 50 108 3 

6 . 100 0.15-0.60 2 . 10 1.5
7

0.60-1. 05 7 . 10 2 
O. 70-1. 50 108 4 

150 O. 15-0.60 2 • 106 
1.5 

0,60-1. 05 
0.90-1. 50 

8 . 107 

108 
2 

5 

+ 
1T P 50 0.15-0.60 

0.60-1.50 
3' 10

6 

2 . 107 
pions 2 

3 

100 0.15-0.60 
0.60-1. 50 

3 
2 

. 

. 
10

6 

10
7 

2 
3 

150 O. 15-1. 50 10
6 

20 

1T P 50 O. 15-0.60 
0,60-1. 50 

3 . 10
6 

4' 10
7 

pions 2 

3 

100 0.15-0.,60 
0.60-1. 50 

3 
4 

. 

. 
10

6 

10
7 

2 
3 

150 0.15-0.60 
0.60-1. 50 

4 . 
4 . 

6
10

6
10 

2 
5 

Total: 70 

Except in the highe£it It I range fOl' each mon1cntum. and reaction the worst 
case statistical error is approximately 2%. The best case is significantly 
bette r than 1120/0. 

.L. 

The running periods for pp and Tr 'p are shown separately for clarity. In 
many cases we will b2 taking data sirnultaneonsly. But since we are computer 
limited. at these points, the total number of shifts required 13 unchanged. 

http:0.15-0.60
http:0.15-0.70
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2) 	 A sensitive ion ch;!.rnber to monitor the beam flux; digitiz.ed ion 

chambers to rnonitor the beam location> profile, and cn-littance 

at our target position if available. 

3) A helium Equifier or an adequate supply of liquid helium to run 

. the polarized proton 

4) 	 Engineering and technical sU:rport required for survey and installa-· 

tion of the experim.ental equipment including installation of the rails 

for the forward spectror:neter. 

5) 	 A shielded 'location near the downstreaITl part of the experimental 

area to place our fast logic. 

6) 	 Access to the PREP electronics store for various rniscellaneous 

iten-ls for temporary use, together with facilities for the r 

of defective r.clOdular elernents. 

7) 	 About 100 houn; of time on a large off-line computer. 

C. In addition, we wi sh to make the following points: 

1) We would like NA.L to supply the equivalent of two ANL BM- 109 

magnets and two ANL SCM-l05 magnets, complete with power 

supplies. If this is not possible, we win attempt to secure them 

on loan from. other laboratories. 

2) A beaH'l Cerenkov counter for electron veto is probably a necessary 

itenl. We would like NAL to suppiy thi s. 

3) 	 It would gl'eatly facilit.a te our data stora.ge and on-line data pro

cessing to be linked to a large time-sha:!.'ing central computer 

facility. We would expect the interface to this to be supplied by 

NAL. 

http:stora.ge
http:digitiz.ed
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4) We request thclt NA.L supply the on-linc: computer; if this is not 


possible we will attempt to procure it from our groups. 
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TYP iCAL PROPORTIONAL CHAMBER I N THE FORWARD. SPECTROMETER 
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TOF COUNTER 

RECO~L ARrJl SPECTROMETER ( PLAN VIEW) 
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FIGURE 5 

RECOIL ARr;;'i SPt:.CTROrviETER (ELEVATION) 



